
PREMIER LEAGUE SUPPORTERS MEETING 
20 MARCH 2018 
NOTES 
 
Attendees 
 
AFC Bournemouth   Tony Maycock, Cherries Trust  (TM) 
Arsenal    Tim Payton, Arsenal Supporters’ Trust (TP) 
Brighton and Hove Albion  Alan Wares, Albion Roar   (AW) 
Burnley    John Trippier, Clarets Trust   (JT)    
Chelsea    Tim Rolls, Chelsea Supporters’ Trust  (TR) 
Crystal Palace    Sue Maisey, Crystal Palace ST   (SMaisey) 
Everton    Dave Kelly, Blue Union   (DK) 
Huddersfield Town   James Chisem, Huddersfield Town SA (JC) 
Leicester City    Steve Moulds, Foxes Trust   (SMoulds) 
Liverpool    Goronwy Brookes, Spirit of Shankly  (GB) 
Manchester City   Allan Galley, Manchester City   (AG) 
Manchester United   Duncan Drasdo, Manchester United ST (DDrasdo) 
Newcastle United   Peter Fanning, Newcastle United ST  (PF) 
Southampton    Nick Illingworth, The Ugly Inside fanzine (NI) 
Swansea City    David Little, Swansea City Supporters’ Trust (SC) 
Tottenham Hotspur   Martin Cloake, Tottenham Hotspur ST (MCloake) 
Watford    Peter Brown, Watford Supporters’ Trust (PB) 
West Bromwich Albion  Steve Watts, Albion Assembly  (SW) 
West Ham United   Mark Walker, WHUISA   (MW) 
Pride in Football   Di Cunningham    (DC) 
FSF     Kevin Miles      (KM) 
FSF     Michael Brunskill    (MB) 
FSF     Malcolm Clarke    (MClarke) 
Supporters Direct   Ashley Brown     (AB) 
Supporters Direct   Deborah Dilworth    (DDilworth) 
Supporters Direct   Katrina Law     (KL) 
Premier League   Richard Scudamore    (RScudamore) 
Premier League   Bill Bush     (BB) 
Premier League   Kat Allen     (KA) 
Premier League   Tommy Guthrie    (TG) 
Premier League   Rachel Solich     (RSolich) 
Premier League   Ash Lord     (AL) 
 

Apologies 
 
Stoke City    Angela Smith, Stoke City Supporters Council (AS) 
  



 
Point  Comments Action 

1.0 Welcome and introductions   

1.1 BB opened up with round the table introductions. A full list of attendees is 
above 

 

1.2 Apologies were noted from Angela Smith of Stoke City  

1.3 MClarke agreed to represent Stoke City on this occasion   

2.0 Structured dialogue – EWG recommendations and Club meetings  

2.1 KM explained the unhappiness from some fan reps with how this was 
progressing. One recommendation from the EWG report was for each of 
the leagues to provide a template outlining the minimum information 
required to be shared at structured dialogue meetings between clubs and 
fans. There had seemingly been no progress with this. A commitment had 
been made and should be delivered upon. 
SD had developed a joint template that KM was happy to share (again) but 
would like a commitment that a template was established and in place 
before the end of the season  

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 BB committed to send all PL clubs their view of what should be included, 
as guidance, and to also circulate the consolidated fan view (FSF/ SD 
template) in the close season  

BB to circulate PL 
guidance and SD/ 
FSF template to 
clubs in the close 
season 

2.3 BB explained how this had taken longer as the PL felt there wasn’t a ‘one 
size fits all’ solution here. The PL guidance would reflect this, but BB would 
make sure the clubs knew what fan groups were expecting 

 

2.4 KM felt that the PL would be providing guidelines for a minimum 
commitment, whereas the fan groups wanted more than that 

 

2.5 BB referred to Rule R3.1, which discussed consultation with stakeholders, 
structured and on a regular basis, and the publication of major issues in an 
easily digestible format 

 

2.6 TP stated that the focus should be on financial and strategic information 
and reiterated that the template* was important (*See footnote) 

 

2.7 BB referred to rule R2 around ticketing, merchandising and supporter 
relations and again to rule R3.1 which referred to ‘major issues’. BB felt 
these would be self-evident on either side. Financial reporting and 
financial matters would be ‘major issues’ 

 

2.8 MCloake offered the example of ticket pricing at Spurs. THST felt it was a 
major issue but Spurs refused to acknowledge that or to talk about it with 
the Trust and had withdrawn from meetings 

 

2.9 BB suggested there was a difference between consultation and co-
decision making 

 

2.10 JT questioned confusion around issuing 2 x templates to PL clubs  

2.11 BB explained the PL had agreed to circulate the minimum guidance to 
clubs but would circulate the FSF/ SD template as an example of a higher 
level of information  

 

2.12 TP suggested that once fan groups had sight of the PL guidelines, it would 
be easier to progress the discussion. To look at the disparities between the 
two documents 

 

2.13 BB has read both and felt the PL would be minimum guidance and the fan 
template would demonstrate the higher standard fans are looking for. BB 

said he would circulate both the PL minimum guidance and the FSF-SD 

 



“aspirational” guidance but promised not to present as a choice for clubs as 

fans in the room felt clubs would just opt for the minimum in that context. 

If clubs wanted to push for the higher standard, the PL would be supportive 

of that. 

2.14 BB committed to circulate the PL guidance to FSF and SD, to pass onto fan 
groups, by the end of the season and to issue both templates to all PL 
clubs over the summer 

BB to circulate PL 
template to FSF/ 
SD before season 
end and to issue 
both to clubs over 
the summer  

2.15  In terms of feedback from clubs on structured dialogue meetings, TG had 
circulated information to MB, following on from the last meeting of this 
group in October 

 

2.16 KM asked BB what the PL could do when relationships turned sour and 
things went wrong? KM used West Ham and WHUISA as an example of a 
very concerning situation. An FSF member organisation was not being 
engaged by their club. And this was compounded by who they were 
engaging with. What can the league do when a club is not fulfilling its 
requirements? When clubs are going in the wrong direction? 

 

2.17 BB was asked on what basis the PL could interject in local issues. He didn’t 
feel they could. However, there were rules and it was reasonable for the 
PL to remind the clubs of those rules – and the EWG recommendations. 
Ultimately any PL involvement would have to be ruled based 

 

2.18 BB suggested the broader question is when a club decides there’s a range 
of voices, how does the club select those? There are various supporter 
groups and this relied on a degree of local choice 

 

2.19 TG continued that the rules called for not excluding specific voices, not for 
including them. In the case of West Ham, they have a Supporter Advisory 
Board and have had meetings with various fan groups. TG said WHIUSA 
has a seat on SAB and is therefore contributing already to structured 
dialogue. 

 

2.20 MCloake suggested there was a reputational issue here for the PL. 
Multiplicity of voices was a common argument but clubs needed to take a 
judgement on who they were engaging with. Criminal threats had been 
made. MCloake suggested the PL should discuss privately with the 
WHUISA reps 

 

2.21 BB said the PL cares about reputation and there is some purchase in 
‘bringing the game into disrepute’ but it was hard to tell a member club 
who to talk to 

 

2.22 BB explained that the FA was still looking at incursions at  West Ham. 
Should there be a legal route, football stepped back. The PL would give 
evidence if required but the FA would lead. There was a hierarchy in these 
situations 

 

3.0 Stadium safety and security – SGSA updated definition of Safety; 
Standing 

 

3.1 BB opened up this section by updating that the SGSA has changed its  
definition of safety and SAGs could use the new definition to reduce away 
allocations for persistent standing.   

 

3.2 RScudamore joined the meeting, so the agenda moved onto the next 
point with a return to point 3 once RScudamore left the meeting 

 



4.0 2019-2022 broadcast agreements – PL update and supporter initiatives / 
Fixture scheduling – 2019-2022 developments; 2017-18 supporter 
feedback 

 

4.1 RScudamore updated on the 2019-2022 broadcast deal. He felt there 
wasn’t much more to be said other than what was already in the public 
domain.  
5 packs of live rights had been sold so far: 4 to Sky, 1 to BT Sport. 
Those had been announced as they were share-price sensitive. 
The BBC MOTD package had also been announced. 
There are 2 packs still to sell: a long form, near live package and an 
enhanced clips package, both of which would be marketed shortly. 
RScudamore also flagged Ireland as an important part of the mix. 
The PL was in the middle of the process and any more information was 
confidential until those deals were completed. 

 

4.2 KL noted the late running of TV pick announcements this season. 
Looking at implications of the new broadcast deal, RScudamore felt this 
should make match selection easier. The new deal saw BT have x 20 
second picks, so they controlled the deck of second picks, with Sky having 
all first picks. Sky then had all subsequent picks until BT Sport came back in 
for fifth picks. This should make it cleaner and should help the PL hit their 
announcement targets  

 

4.3 KL noted the ‘turbulence’ around the New Year with getting slots away. 
Were the public bodies pushing back on the PL and broadcasters? How 
would this be avoided or improved moving forwards? 

 

4.4 RScudamore said society is becoming more risk adverse in general. The 
SAGs had been emboldened and were pushing back more.  
The PL and broadcasters were starting to manage match planning much 
further in advance 

 

4.5 KL asked whether the PL agreed with calls for formal supporter 
representation on Safety Advisory Groups  

 

4.6 RScudamore and BB felt fans’ voices should be listened to as stakeholders 
on SAGs. BB noted it was a matter for SAGs and Home Office to decide.  

 

4.7 KL asked for an explanation as to how Saturday night slots had been 
introduced into the mix under the current deal when this wasn’t a 
broadcast slot? Was there still no appetite for Saturday night football? 

 

4.8 RScudamore felt the appetite hadn’t much changed but there had been a 
need to use a Saturday night slot to fulfil OFCOM requirements and to get 
the maths to work. Broadcasters were not actively seeking extra Saturday 
night slots this season. When the circumstances required it, they would 
add in extra slots 

 

4.9 KL asked whether the PL could add in extra time slots outside of broadcast 
packages at their will 

 

4.10 RScudamore explained that the new broadcast deal included fixed slots: 
2pm and 4.30pm on Sundays, with 12pm Sunday as an additional slot. 
There were already numerous times when matches couldn’t be shown. 
3pm Saturday black out, Sunday mornings, Sunday nights etc. 

 

4.11 With more football than ever on TV, KL was keen for an update on 
measures to mitigate the impact on travelling fans. Had the flexible train 
fare initiative progressed with the Rail Delivery Group yet? 

 

4.12 TG explained that the PL had attempted to develop something similar with 
train operating companies   previously without any real success. This time 
it was felt to be much more positive, with the Rail Delivery Group holding 

 



detailed discussions with the train operating companies. All could see the 
value in this project and the EFL are also involved in the current process. It 
wasn’t known when an announcement might be made yet. TG asked for a 
little more patience here 

4.13 RScudamore explained that the PL’s relationship with the BTP had 
improved significantly since the Spurs v West Ham game. That would be 
useful moving forwards  

 

4.14 AW asked whether the broadcasters could not schedule long distance 
games in anti-social slots (e.g. games where no public transport exists for 
the journey to or from the game) 

 

4.15 RScudamore touched on the complications of the pick process and how 
limiting by geography was challenging, especially with outliers such as 
Newcastle and Swansea 

 

4.16 MCloake commented on the fact up to 70% of games now moved from a 
Saturday 3pm – the default was now to be moved - yet clubs were still 
charging £1000 – £2000 for a season ticket 

 

4.17 KL asked if it was possible to revisit the request to encourage subsidised 
transport when games were moved into TV slots, which meant fans 
couldn’t get home by public transport, as best practice  

 

4.18 TG explained this was normally covered at the SLO meetings, which were a 
good forum for information sharing. What works for some clubs won’t 
work for others. But they will encourage as best practice 

 

4.19 TP asked whether the clubs signed off the broadcast contracts and then 
push back onto the PL once things get difficult? 

 

4.20   

4.21 RScudamore - In terms of monies, the club rights were signed off first, 
followed by the domestic UK rights, followed by the international rights. 
The revenue distribution strategy was agreed collectively. The current 
formula was in the rules and there has to be a positive vote every time 
they go to market. The rule could be changed at any time were 14 clubs to 
vote in favour 

 

4.22 TP asked whether the redistribution question could come back or was it 
now settled 

 

4.23 RScudamore felt it was unsustainable that the international rights revenue 
would continue to be divided equally. UK TV rights seemed to have 
plateaued with the international prospects looking better placed. He felt 
there could be a re-striking of the bargaining of the international rights in 
the future 

 

4.24 KM asked RScudamore whether there would be an increase in broadcast 
revenues with the new deal 

 

4.25 RScudamore said the PL’s objective was to grow the TV rights by more 
than the rate of inflation and they were still aligned to that mission 

 

4.26 In terms of supporter initiatives from the 2019-2022 broadcast deal, KM 
talked through the fan requests for consideration by the PL shareholders. 
First, the retention of the £30 away price cap. 
Secondly, the introduction of a Young Adult category from 18-22 
Thirdly, the reduction of away tickets to £10 once a game was moved for 
TV 

 

4.27 RScudamore explained he would need to go away and talk to the clubs but 
confirmed the PL would be advocating the continuation of the £30 away 
price cap 

 



4.28 The Young Adult category would be discussed  

4.29 RScudamore felt there wouldn’t be many more games displaced for TV in 
the new deal with midweek simultaneous broadcasts  

 

4.30 RScudamore noted that the facilitation fees for each match would be  
reduced. There were more games being televised for the same money. So 
clubs would be receiving less than in the previous contract per broadcast 

 

4.31 Talking of fixture congestion, MClarke asked whether the PL had been 
consulted by the FA over the proposed winter break? What was the PL 
position?  

 

4.32 RScudamore stated it was current the FA’s decision. The PL know how 
many weekends they need and can’t start any earlier in August, and don’t 
want to have blank weekends. The PL was not championing a winter 
break. The FA own the FA Cup and the England team, so it was their 
decision to work within their own resources. RScudamore was open to 
discussions  

 

4.33 KL explained that fans remained unconvinced as to the reasoning for a 
break. What was the objective? There was a belief it wouldn’t benefit the 
England team. The FA needed to express their motivation far better than 
they had to date to supporters 

 

5.0 Video Assistant Referees  

5.1 TP asked for the PL position on VAR  

5.2 RScudamore stated he was relieved the PL didn’t launch VAR straight 
away. He was happy others went ahead of the PL. The PL would need to 
decide in the next few weeks whether or not they were to introduce VAR 
from next season. They were evidence gathering for now. RScudamore 
explained that once they went live, it was no longer a test 

 

5.3 RScudamore explained the operational challenges with running VAR at 
multiple matches simultaneously. There was a question over howthat 
could  be delivered while maintaining current standards; as well as 
whether VAR was desirable  

 

5.4 RScudamore stated he’d never thought this would be straightforward.  
There is a journey to go still 

 

5.5 AW asked whether the PL had to make a lasting decision right now  

5.6 RScudamore explained that a decision would be needed in the next few 
weeks as regards next season, but if that was a ‘no’ at this stage, it 
wouldn’t always be a ‘no’ for future seasons 

 

5.7 RScudamore also explained the cost would be significant. A multi million 
pound investment 

 

5.8 BB asked whether the national fan organisations had a position on VAR  

5.9 MB explained that there wasn’t yet a specific policy but the FSF had 
surveyed and 70% of respondents were against the introduction of VAR 

 

5.10 BB explained that the PL were undertaking their own survey of football 
fans and it seemed that those in the stadium were less in favour with 
those watching on TV much warmer to VAR 

 

5.11 RScudamore said that, in principle, he thinks it’s a good idea    

5.12 Referring to better communication for fans in stadia, TP asked whether 
that would mean all grounds installing big screens? Many don’t have 
screens. Some stadia would lose seats to accommodate that. That was a 
concern 

 



5.13 RScudamore said that VAR was a refereeing aide and a technical 
discussion at this stage, but acknowledged good communication was 
important inside stadia 

 

5.14 MCloake highlighted one of the issues as being that VAR was used for 
subjective not objective decisions  

 

5.15 RScudamore left the meeting at 4pm  

5.16 Discussions returned to Agenda point 3  

3.0 Stadium safety and security – SGSA updated definition of Safety; 
Standing 

 

3.3 BB returned to the topic of standing. There was still no definitive view.   
The PL have had discussions  with the DCMS 

 

3.4 The DCMS still say they do not see a strong case for legislative change and 
are not minded to amend legislation at this stage 

 

3.5 They want to see safety and fan experience evidence – 2 pockets of 
evidence. Those who want to stand, those who want others to have the 
right to stand and the knock on effect of those on others 

 

3.6 JC suggested the evidence was there, from numerous supporter surveys. 
AW pointed out that in order to obtain ‘evidence’ that standing was OK, 
the clubs would need to break the law.   

 

3.7 BB countered that the evidence was in the stadium. Would having a 
standing area encourage others to stand in other areas or would the 
provision of a standing area make people think they can stand in other 
areas?  

 

3.8 JC felt the evidence was there in Germany and at Celtic and that this was a 
poor excuse not to move this on 

 
 

3.9 BB said this was not a one sided debate  

3.10 KA stated consultation had progressed with the PL shareholders separate 
to the consultation with the SGSA and the DCMS. The PL are progressing 
the work they have committed to undertake 

 

3.11 TP asked whether we should all be making more noise about this. What 
would we need to do to firm up the Premier League’s position on safe 
standing? 

 

3.12 BB explained the SGSA were warning of the epidemic of hidden injuries 
from standing in seating areas and that they had ruled out going down the 
Cardiff route and allowing “singing sections”. There is an SGSA motivation 
to get everyone to sit down in seated areas.  

 

3.13 BB is concerned with the SGSA approach – and with the DCMS receiving a 
statement of opinion from the SGSA that is not rounded evidence. DCMS 
will not be inclined to move from the status quo unless SGSA position 
alters.  

 

3.14 BB stated the PL is currently gather evidence, a process that will continue 
until the end of the season.  

 

3.15 MCloake interjected that fans were also concerned about safety. We 
wouldn’t be pushing something that wasn’t safe 

 

3.16 BB didn’t feel that introducing standing areas and then forcing everyone 
else to sit was sustainable. It would lead to more and more reductions in 
away allocations, which we are already seeing from certain SAGs 

 

3.17 MClarke felt the SGSA appear to be moving in the wrong direction after a 
good while of moving in the right direction. Their job is to be evidence 
based.  There were public order implications should they start ejecting for 
standing, and a knock on safety implication 

 



3.18 There followed a discussion around encouraging clubs to sell away tickets 
in a clearer way, informing fans of where to buy if they wanted to sit etc. 
TM pointed out that depended on how the clubs sold their tickets 

 

3.19 BB stated it was important to note the influence of SAGs in this process.  

3.20 BB said that from CCTV footage, 70% of fans stood at some point during a 
match 

 

3.21 TP asked how far away we were from a decision. Should we come along 
with the PL to see the sports minister? 

 

3.22 BB reiterated that evidence was needed. Not just experiential. Whether a 
standing area or a well-managed seating area were manageable low risks. 
Also worried the SGSA may force everyone else to sit down 

 

3.23 TP referred to Tracey Crouch’s comment that she had nothing on this in 
her inbox. Shouldn’t we be making more noise? 

 

3.24 BB cautioned there was a degree of alarm we may get a regulatory change 
that causes real issues 

 

3.25 BB acknowledged there were lots of contradictions with concerts at 
grounds with people standing and drinking and hanging off balconies in 
the same surroundings as football fans apparently not being an issue  

 

3.26 TG felt that, from experience, there were behavioural patterns of fans in 
stadia in terms of standing and sitting that depended on the competition 
the team was involved in and the opposition. It varied from match to 
match 

 

3.27 MCloake felt football fans were being demonised, people who consumed a 
product in a different way to concert goers etc. 

 

3.28 BB felt this was coming back to a decision around choice  

3.29 KM recalled the SGSA Summit in the summer where the majority accepted 
there would be people standing at football and that the law was now 
discredited and they needed a system of managing standing.  

 

3.30 KM asked whether the PL could soften the existing regulations at all  

3.31 BB agreed to ask the PL’s lawyers whether the existing regulations could 
be re-written  

BB to speak with 
lawyers re: 
amending existing 
regulations 

3.32 MClarke stated that he felt common sense and evidence was severely 
lacking in this case 

 

3.33 BB concurred that it needed to be an evidence based approach  

3.34 BB committed to share data from the PL evidence gathering with the clubs 
first, and then with the national fan organisations for them to cascade to 
supporter groups 

BB to share data 
with FSF and SD 

7.0 AOB  

7.1 Stadium sightlines (Away supporter location)  

7.2 BB explained that the NUFC away location was in breach of the PL rules. 
An independent safety expert had reviewed the options and this had been 
discussed at 2 x SAGs. The SAG were not prepared to relocate away fans. 
The PL has taken legal advice and, considering the decision was based on a 
safety argument, had been advised not to proceed with any action.   
BB hoped other PL clubs would have seen the lengths the PL had gone to 
with NUFC and would take that very seriously.  
BB  apologised and said they’d worked very hard to resolve this situation 

 

7.3 DDrasdo pointed out that SAGs were often not independent of the clubs. 
He felt there should be a national/ independent SAG for away fans  

 



7.4 KM felt that was a valid point about SAGs, who worked with clubs week in, 
week out. There was a close association between them and the club they 
work alongside 

 

7.5 KM pointed out that there was no reference to safety in the club 
statement. Just issues on egress. KM felt this was rubbish as away fans had 
been placed elsewhere at Newcastle previously 

 

7.6 BB agreed to ask if the full SAG report on away supporter location could 
be shared 

BB to ask for full 
SAG report  

7.7 KM agreed to submit a Freedom of Information request on the SAG 
discussions around the positioning of away fans at Newcastle United 

KM to submit an 
FOI on SAG 

7.8 Stadium sightlines (Restricted view ticketing)  

7.9 There was a discussion around what exactly is the definition of restricted 
view seats at present. And the level of discount for restricted view seats 

 

7.10 KM suggested setting up a restricted view panel rather like the dubious 
goals panel 

 

7.11 TG said that the SGSA definition of a restricted view seat was not being 
able to see the goal area. As long as you could see both goals, you could 
have your view of the rest of the pitch completely obscured and that 
would still not be classed as a restricted view seat although TG said in 
reality most clubs don’t sell these seats or if they do they are sold as 
Severely Restricted View. 

 

7.12 MB suggested setting up an FSF sub group to work with the PL on 
restricted view pricing, definition and identifying RV seats and SRV seats at 
each ground. This was agreed  

MB to establish a 
restricted views 
sub group 

7.13 Disability Advisory Group  

7.14 BB updated on a recent inaugural meeting of disabled fan reps at Old 
Trafford. The meeting had been very positive, very reasonable and the PL 
hoped to develop this relationship and dialogue over the coming months 

 

 
The meeting closed at 5pm. 
 
Footnote from 2.6 – letter to Sports Minister Tracey Crouch sent Tuesday 3rd October 2017 
 
Dear Tracey, 
  
We are writing as a follow up to our meeting on the 5th September. 
 
We want to re-iterate our thanks for your continued support to ensure structured dialogue commitments between 
club leaders and supporters agreed by all parties involved in the Government Expert Working Group are met. 
 
As discussed when we last met a key part of ensuring that structured dialogue is successful is the commitment for 
clubs to share adequate information to build trust, inform and educate supporters. This was captured in the final 
report as follows: 
 

3.37 Each of the Leagues will therefore provide a template to clubs outlining the minimum level of 
information which should be shared at these meetings. Although the focus of these meetings will be on 
strategic and major issues, all parties will be able to table additional topics where relevant and timely, to 
ensure that the issues which matter to supporters and clubs are discussed.  

 
SD, the FSF and our members are becoming increasingly frustrated at the lack of progress on this point and would 
welcome your help to raise the issue with the Premier League (PL) and the English Football League (EFL). We firmly 
believe that guidance from the leagues is critical to ensure consistency with the information that is shared.  
 



Now that the first season has passed without (to our knowledge) any template being provided by the Leagues we will 
be raising the subject at the forthcoming supporter meetings with the PL (10th October) and the EFL (TBC likely to be 
end of October) 
 
If it is of help we propose that the template should cover the following as a minimum level of information to be 
shared: 
 

− Half yearly or annual accounts to include disclosure as follows: 
 

o Revenue split in appropriate major categories 
 

o Expenditure split in appropriate major categories 
 

o Outstanding debtor and creditors figures in relation to transfer fees 
 

o Directors’ remuneration and rewards 
 

o Related party transactions 
 

o Significant capital expenditure 
 

− Compliance with ‘Financial Fair Play’ obligations 
 

− A list of the organisations/ individuals with significant ownership interests 
 

− Board membership and any relevant sub-committee memberships 
 

− A list of individuals with senior responsibility for decision-making and explanation of roles and responsibilities 
 

− Confirmation of any ‘significant’ arrears and how these will be repaid 
 
We would appreciate it if you are able to take this point up with both the PL and EFL to ensure that the EWG 
commitments are met, and for structured dialogue to progress in that way that we all signed up to. 
 
Best wishes 
Ashley Brown       Kevin Miles 
CEO SD        CEO FSF 

 
 

  


